The original wave theory proposed by de Broglie necessitates a stationary (localized) monochromatic plane wave of high frequency νo associated with particle. As particle moves the de Broglie wavelength appears as an observable (a relativistic effect). The nature and interpretation of high frequency oscillations remained unrevealed so far. This paper presents a self trapped circular Electromagnetic (EM) travelling wave model of Electron (specifically) and other charged particles generally. Curling EM wave is localized (stationary) and still a plane monochromatic travelling wave, against the customary wave packet approach, where number of frequencies are made to interfere to build a stationary localized wave-packet. The model reveals facts such as interpretation of wave function ψ (de Broglie wave) as a relativistic effect of a real wave function and removes the discrepancy of very high phase velocity (c 2 /v) associated with it. The model also incorporates zitterbewegung of electron and 4π rotation needed, for a complete round of wave cycle.
History
Particle nature (momentum) of Photon was established in 1905 by Einstein, explaining photoelectric effect and later by many experiments such as Compton scattering etc. [1, 2, 3, 4] . A student of Einstein-de Broglie in 1924 proposed converse of it that material particle can be thought of having wave nature and associated wave length, [5] . At that time the time-space relativistic coordinate transformations and energy relations E = mc 2 and E = hν were available. de Broglie assumed particle to be an oscillator (or a standing wave) having frequency ν o in the rest frame and then transformed its wave function to frame of reference, moving with velocity v. Original idea of de Broglie wave mechanics is described as under [6, 7] .
The de Broglie Wave
A particle moving with velocity v in z-direction with rest mass m o will be defined by two quantities energy (W ) and momentum (p) for which relativistic expressions are as follows.
where β = v/c. From Eq. (1) we can deduce following relationship:
The rest frame A has coordinates x, y, z, t and particle frame B, x o, y o , z o and t 0 . Then relativistic coordinate relations are
in particle rest frame B W = m o c 2 ; p = 0.
Also in frame B the periodic element of scaler magnitude is assumed to be a periodic function in time, given by
it is postulated that
where h is Plank's constant. Now in frame A the time t 0 will appear as given by Eq. (3), then Eq. (4) takes the form. (6) where ω = γω o corresponding to ν = γν o and k = ωβ/c. This apparently shows a wave travelling in +z-direction with phase velocity V , given by
i.e. a wave moving at much higher velocity than velocity of particle rather much higher than velocity of light. This in itself is not a wave rather a relativistic effect. That is why a 2nd order in time wave equation could not furnish expected results, such as probability density positive definite. There were number of efforts made to relate the phase velocity V to particle velocity v in terms of group velocity, pilot wave and double solution etc. [5, 6] , but all in vain. de Broglie, from his wave theory however concluded following results. The wave length of wavefunction ψ(x, y, z, t) may be written as
Using relation W = hv and Eqs. (7) and (2) we have
where λ is wave length associated with particle. Further ψ can be written as 
In an effort to prove his Wave Mechanics approach at one stage de Broglie introduced the concept of double solution. He interpreted the ψ wave having solution of non real wave function ψ and a φ wave, the real phase term of ψ [6] . The phase φ was supposed to be a real function, depicting the path of moving bodies or particles. However nothing could succeed against the Born probabilistic interpretation of ψ [3, 8] , i.e.
where a is the real magnitude and gives probability amplitude in configuration space and observable quantities -the pure probabilistic (statistical) interpretation of ψ and not a real wavefunction [8] . While de Broglie always wanted to find an interpretation of ψ as real function and was disappointed when Schrodinger interpreted the ψ wave propagation in configuration space of the system (not in real space) [6] .
Irrespective of the nature of ψ is, it reveals two things.
1. Increased frequency ν = γν o or energy W = hν = γhν o and 2. an associated wave length λ (the de Broglie wave length).
Because of unknown nature of oscillator of frequency ν o , the original oscillations were set aside and de Broglie wave length was retained. In 1926 Schrodinger wrote quantum mechanics equation [9] based on this wavelength and wave function ψ, conforming the first order time derivative for energy W and 2nd order space derivative for momentum p. Since the de Broglie wavelength was not a wavelength of real wavefunction therefore no solution for ψ as a wave could be obtained from this equation. Schrodinger actually did not use the wave function ψ proposed by de Broglie. Instead he used the classical energy momentum relation E p = p 2 /2m and postulated the wave function for his equation. While de Broglie's wave function uses total energy of the particle E p = m o c 2 + KE in the exponential phase term. Schrodinger equation provided a means for calculating the probability density indicating the probable location of particles and their energy e.g. probability and Energy of electron in Hydrogen atom's orbits. However he realized that it is not Lorentz invariant and is a non relativistic equation. Schrodinger therefore tried Klein-Gordon equation (sometimes called relativistic Schrodinger equation) [10] , but it being 2nd order in time and space gave positive and negative energy values and hence could not provide probability density positive definite and hence discarded it. Later Schrodinger equation was transformed by Dirac in relativistically covariant form. Dirac applied the rotational covariance to the Schrodinger equation and noticed that the equation thus obtained can only be satisfied with 4x4 matrices and the wave function ψ has four components. He afterward introduced four 2x2 matrices (already known as Pauli spin matrices ) called spinners, which enabled inclusion of 1/2 spin and prediction of antiparticles etc. [11] . However physical nature of ψ remained a mystery.
The de Broglie thesis of particle wave invoked the hopes for pure wave equation and its pure wave interpretation. Schrodinger along with Einstein and de Broglie, were in favor of pure wave interpretation. On the other hand Bohr, Born, Heisenberg, Pauli and Dirac were advocating dual wave particle interpretation, which is described by de Broglie as purely probabilistic interpretation [6] . In the 1927 Solvay Conference on electron and photon, held in Brussels [12] , the fate of Physics was decided in favour of purely probabilistic interpretation. The pure wave formulation (pilot wave theory of de Broglie) was not complete enough and hence could not provide justification and results, consistent with experimentally verified classical and quantum Mechanics results.
In the development of the de Broglie wave theory, results of relativity played central role. It is therefore important to mention the historical perspective of theory of relativity. Three contemporary scientists, Lorentz, Poincre and Einstein reached at the same result almost simultaneously (Lorentz being the pioneer). The time-space transformations thus derived are simple relations but had far reaching consequences. Mathematical results of all three scientists were same but approach was different. It was matter of belief! Lorentz and Poincre were still with the belief that Ether exists and relative velocity of it cannot be determined by EM waves, due to invariance of Maxwell's equations in different inertial frames [13] . Einstein left the belief and said there is no Ether and proposed two postulates for his theory, namely:
1. The laws of Physics remain the same in all inertial frame of references and 2. Speed of light is a universal constant and remains unchanged in all inertial frames including and independent of frame of source.
Einstein derived the transformations using 2nd postulate [13] .The theory of relativity and postulates faced lot of criticism for having no logical grounds [14, 15, 16] . However in spite of all logical arguments against; it laid the foundation of modern physics. Todate it proved to be more true than any logical truth.
The discoveries of late nineteenth and early 20th century instigated the urge to model the material particle in pure electromagnetic (energy) form. Abraham (1903) and Lorentz (1904) made first attempt, to make a purely electromagnetic model of charged particles [17, 18] . One of the major problem it faced is that of lake of stability observed by Poincre in [1905] [1906] . Non electromagnetic forces are necessary to hold the charge(s) in place [13] . Poincare therefore proposed such forces, described by tensor P αβ to be added to electromagnetic tensor Θ αβ to give a total stress tensor S αβ [13, 18] . Later developments in this direction were made by Wheeler J.A. Feynman [19] , G. Cramer [20] etc. but stability and apparent spherical symmetry in three dimensions, made the problem complex.
Notations

Frame of reference
A frame of reference defines the set of points in space time for observer(s) in this frame. On the other hand if the observers have relative velocities than observer(s) will have their own set of points in respective frames. It is therefore necessary to define the frames in which different observers exist or make observations. In following discussions I have used following notations for frame of references:
1. Particle frame of references:
ii. frame moving with velocity v -K p (v) and iii. frame moving with velocity c -K p (c).
The subscript p represents the particle's internal dimensions and coordinates.
2. Universal (our) frame of references:
ii. frame moving with velocity v -K(v) and iii. frame moving with velocity c -K(c).
When there is no relative velocity the respective particle and universal frames coincide.
The notation, common in EM literature for √ −1 = j is used.
Introduction
There are two types of proposed EM models of electron; one the point or distributed static charge and mass model and other the rotating charge ring model of electron [21] . This paper presents travelling wave electromagnetic model which is similar to rotating charge ring model. However instead of charge, EM wave travelling in circle is used which circumvents the static E or B fields (emanate due to charge sources) and therefore evades the charge singularity and additional confinement force problem. The steady travelling waves generate pseudo-static E and B fields in K p (0) or K(0). The containment or stability is self limiting characteristics of EM waves i.e. containment of EM waves in small volume by the velocity limit c. This is analogous to the stability of photon. Photon is straight line travelling wave and trapped in frame K(c); on the surface of light cone (set of light like continuous events). On the other hand modeled electron is travelling wave in a circle around origin and is trapped in K p (0) or K(0) (set of light like continuous events in the center of light cone). The wave equation of photon is very well known the plane wave solution of Maxwell's equations in free space. However the material particle have no satisfactory EM models depicting complete properties. The present model is based on EM travelling wave in small circle around the center. The wave goes round and round in the circle and interferes with itself, forming a standing wave (SW) pattern, similar to SW pattern of voltage and current waves on transmission lines. On transmission lines, SW arises because of interference of reflected and transmitted waves, see Fig.1 ; but in this model it is due to interference of wave with itself as shown in Fig.2 (b) . One of difficulty in associating wave (nature) with particles has been localization of wave(s) around the center of volume occupied by the particle. Particles are localized at or around a point in a small volume of space. The plane wave ψ(x, t) associated with particle, having well defined momentum p x is extended infinitely in space. Associating a wave packet with particle containing infinite number of waves is well accepted interpretation. The group velocity v g of this wave packet is considered to depict the velocity v of moving particle [22] . In circulating EM travelling wave model the wave is inherently localized at the center of particle in all frames including the rest frame of particle K p (0) or ours K(0). The dimensions and size of the wave also coincide with that of particle's dimensions and size. That is the radius of circular wave is equal to the radius of electron and respective particles. The circulating wave is localized monochromatic plane travelling wave, required by de Broglie theory. As particle moves the de Broglie wave appears as observable in K(0) frame.
In this model E field component of wave appears as δ vector rotating around the center in a (xy) plane and H field vector appears as δ vector at the center (in z direction), representing the spin. The overall wave is like circularly polarized wave travelling in θ direction (in circle), not having any linear motion i.e. at rest in K(0) frame.
Circulating (Travelling) EM Waves
The EM waves propagate in space in Transverse Electromagnetic (T EM ) mode [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] . Free space is analogous to the two conductor lossless transmission line in which energy is carried along the line (extended in z direction) in the form of T EM waves associated with voltage and current waves given by [24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] 
where β = ω o √ LC is wave vector. The line has a real impedance,
Here L and C are inductance /unit length and capacitance /unit length of the line.
First term on right side of Eqs. (10) and (11) represents wave travelling in +z direction (transmitted) and second term in −z direction (reflected).
When the line is of infinite length or terminated in its characteristic impedance Z o , the wave travels in one direction and first part of Eqs. (10) and (11) is present only. Reflections occur if there is mismatch on the line i.e. line not terminated in Z o ,see Fig 1. Consider the line curled in a circle and both ends connected together see Fig. 2(a) . In this case line is terminated into its characteristic impedance Z o a perfect match. If a wave is launched into it, will travel without reflection and will go round and round indefinitely. This is basically travelling wave into transmission line which is not finding an end and is captured in a closed circle Fig. 2(b) . A standing wave pattern is established when line length l = 2πr = nλ, n = 1, 2, 3....This condition gives rise to constructive interference of wave with itself. This is an important condition and in future discussions, will help explain many quantized phenomenon including quantized energy levels (stationary wave states) of electrons around nucleus.
Free space is analogous to a perfect transmission line; which allows transmission of EM waves from frequencies nearly zero to extremely high (low frequency radio waves to high energy γ-rays and more). The line impedance is
Also space is non dispersive medium i.e. c is not function of ω. It is a perfectly homogenous ideal line and waves do not find any mismatch any where (rather perfect match), therefore no reflections take place and no standing waves can exist (due to reflection) in free space. The line under consideration (space) is three dimensional isotropic medium i.e. the waves can be sent in any direction or multiple directions, including spherical wave; a perfect line which cannot be constructed in real life, having such a geometry. For this line the EM relations are following well known Maxwell's equations, in free space (ρ v = 0, conductivity σ = 0 and J = 0).
For one component, sinusoidal E field, represented in phasor form given as follows.
the wave solutions of Maxwell's equations in free space are [25, 30, 32] .
whereE In this specific case we have E x , H y and k z directions indicated by subscript. The actual wave is the real part of these wave functions i.e.
We will however continue our discussion with complex exponential and will resort to real function as required.
The first term on the right hand side of Eqs. (13) and (14) indicate that the EH wave is travelling in +z-direction (Transmitted Wave). Second terms indicate wave travelling in −z-direction (Reflected Wave). The parameters of wave are given as follows
where k, v, λ and η o are wave vector, phase velocity, wave length and characteristics impedance respectively. For circular waves we choose cylindrical coordinate system (r, θ, z) because of cylindrical symmetry. Writing E and H in component form in cylindrical coordinates, we have
The Maxwell's equations in Cylindrical coordinate system in free space (ρ = 0 and J = 0) can be written as follows
Consider E only in direction of r with sinusoidal time variation only (expressed in phasor form) and spatial variations in θ direction only, we have.
The components E r , E θ , E z H r , H θ and H z will be treated vectors in respective subscript directions until specified otherwise. Solution for E field for sinusoidal case is
where
Writing ∇ 2 in cylindrical coordinate system in Eq. (21) we have
(23) Now since E is function of θ only (no variations in r and z-direction) and
Solving Eq. (24) we have.
First part of Eq. (25) on the right hand side is wave travelling in anti-clockwise direction (θ-positive) and second is in Clockwise direction (θ-negative). We will continue our discussion with only first part and decide in the end which part represent what. In a medium where there is no attenuation the amplitude E 
Using Eq. (22), Eq. (26) becomes
where k (rθ) = rω o /c is wave number. E r (θ, t) appears as rotating electric field vector with angular velocity The relation between E and H can be can be determined and is given as
Above results show that it is a T EM wave since E r , H z and velocity v θ are at right angle w.r.t. to each other as shown in Fig. 5 . Using Eqs. (24) and (28), for H field we can write
where Fig. 5 . Also H z is harmonic in time with angular frequency ω 0 or linear frequency ν 0 . It may be noted here that E r (θ, t) and H z (θ, t) are in phase and form a T EM wave, circulating around the origin.
At this point it is important to note that H z (θ, t) is only in one direction (as expected-the spin), since E r (θ, t) does not reverses its direction.
The travelling EM model shows that the electron or positron (and other charged particles) are like circular disc (E moving in a plane in circle) with spindle (H field), instead of a round ball as previously envisaged.
So far we have considered the wave in +ve time (t + ) +ve θ (θ + )and +ve z (z + ) as shown in Fig. 5 . This is equation of electron (e − ), which lives in coordinates with all positive signs. On the other hand if we allow −ve t (time flowing in reverse direction), the θ (or ω ) may take negative values i.e. θ − in clockwise direction. Then E and H equations can be shown as
Taking only 1st parts of Eqs. (32) and (33) we have
where E So far we have considered the E and H with +ve sign. Conventionally these are fields due to +ve electrostatic charge and North magnetic pole. The conventional E direction for electron is −ve (due to −ve charge of e − ) and the corresponding H field also appears inverted as shown follows. The Eqs. (27) and (31), with a phase delay of π can be written as
here we used e jπ = −1. Eqs. (36) and (37) are expressions for electron (e − ) with (conventional) E negative direction vector (negative charge) and H also in reverse direction as shown in Fig. 7(a) . The delay of π on wave is equivalent to sampling the plane wave (travelling in straight line) at negative peak, giving negative E and corresponding magnetic field in reverse direction compared to +ve half cycle values as shown in Fig. 7(b) . 
Estimation of size and energy
The rest energy of the particle (wave) can now be calculated on the basis of energy-mass and energy-frequency relations (E = mc 2 and E = hν). Also the rest size can be calculated on the basis of radius of circulating E r field vector. From Eq. (27) the phase factor for coordinate θ is k = r o ω o /c; giving angular velocity ω 0 = c/r o , and linear velocity c, hence the radius of E r field vector is
Where ω o is rest frame (or rest mass) angular frequency of particle. We therefore have rest energy
or
This confirms with zitterbewegung of electron particularly and other particles generally [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] . There are some indirect confirmation of high frequency oscillation within electron [39] . For positron or electron, inserting values of constants in Eqs. (40) and (38) 23 Hz. Now since the particle wave is a T EM wave with source free E and B fields we can estimate its energy, using the following relation for energy per unit volume.
In case of T EM waves, energies in E and B fields are equal, therefore we can use
Energy in terms of E field can be written as
Since E o r is not due to a point charge, uniformly distributed spherically but is a rotating vector in circle. Therefore following method has been adapted for estimation of equivalence of this field to E e field of a charge (e + ). The observed E e field is spherically symmetric, true time independent field due to point charge e + . Therefore establishing relation between true static field and time dependent vector field with different space symmetries is a difficult job. Further we will see that E o r is not uniformly distributed within the circle but takes discrete positions in the circle. Now using Gauss's law we have
Considering E =E o r uniformly distributed on the surface s of electron ball we have
s is surface enclosing the volume containing charge ρ = e. Using Eq. (43) (44) we have energy w e per unit volume
and the total energy u e of charged ball of radius r o is
This is twice the energy of a uniformly charged ball [26, 40] (44) . Also the energy due to electric field of point charge increases as we go close to charge and becomes ∞ at the center [26, 40] . This is one of the reasons that point charge electrostatic model has not seen the success. The other option was to distribute charge within certain volume, such as a small sphere of radius r o . In this model additional forces are required to hold the charge in place [13, 18] . In fact if we try to distribute charge to get result, such as given in Eq. (46), the charge distribution should be on surface of the sphere, as in case of charged conducting sphere. Now in travelling wave model E r is a rotating vector instead of uniform field. We now see how E r is distributed around the circle as a function of θ.
To see E r distribution dependence on θ, we use relation for ν e o from Eq. (39) in Eq. (27) to get 
where α = e 2 /(4πε o c) ≃ 1/137 is fine structure constant. The Fine Structure constant renders the wavefunction discrete and plays an important role in Quantum Mechanics theory [41] .
From Eqs. (48)and (49) three conclusion can be drawn i.ŕ = ro 137 → The radius of circle traced by circulating E field vector is reduced.
ii. Value of π is reduced i.e. geometry is changed so that circumference of circle is reduced.
iii. Geometry is same but θ takes discrete values Eq. (49) and E is not uniformly distributed around circle but in (1/α) ≃ 137 discrete positions in circle.
To see which of above cases is true,first consider Eq. (49), in which the propagation constant is α ≃ 1/137. Therefore for Also in cases (i) and(ii) above, E field is uniform (as in the case of field due to point charge) and there is singularity at the center i.e. E ≃ ∞ at center.
As it is clear that case (iii) is right, however we will continue following calculations with reducedŕ = 
The energy u e determined in Eq. 51 is equal to the rest mass energy of electron ( A photon of above frequency (same frequency as that of travelling wave in straight line) will have energy u photon = hν = 1.5032773584 × 10 −10 J
Rotation of Wave Function
Consider Eq. (27) and (31)
To rotate wave-function means adding a fixed angle to it say π degree in phase term, see Fig 8 . This means retarding/advance the wave in θ by π degree, which requires an retarding/advance of π in ωt as well to maintain T EM mode. Generally to maintain T EM mode, ωt and θ must be rotated (retarded or advanced) synchronously i.e. these dimensions should be given equal rotation simultaneously. Therefore with rotation of π degree Eq. (52) will become
E r(π) and H z(π) are π degree rotated wave forms. The exponent terms can be rearranged to give
here ω o = 2π/T o and rπ = λ o /2. Eqs. (54) and (55) show an retardation of half wavelength in space and half time period in time. This is half cycle rotation of travelling wave (seemingly total of 2π rotation in phase), however for one complete cycle rotation we need additional 2π(π in ωt and π in θ ) rotation i.e. apparent total of 4π rotation in phase to bring the wave to its original position.
In general for a wave rotation of ϕ o we have
The angle ϕ o should separately be written with each dimension ωt and θ and not collectively as 2ϕ o .This is because when wave retards or advances in space it simultaneously retards or advances in time respectively. To maintain this condition, both sides need equal change (a constant ϕ on both sides). For a free particle the rotation ϕ o can be any angle from 0 − 2π. Comparing Eq. 52 and Eq. 53, we can see that E and H field wavefunctions are π degrees out of phase in time and space. If two such waves are coincident in space will have E and H vectors antiparallel. This state in quantum mechanics is known as spin up and down for spin 1/2 particles in bound states such as electrons in atom. The relative rotation rotation of wave function in bound state is therefore π (synonyms to Pauli's exclusion principle) spin up or down in bound state for spin 1/2 particles.
Antiparticle and Negative Time (or energy)(consider to be included)
Consider Eq. (24) for E field
The solutions of above equation for t − , t + with wave velocity +c are given by
here only E + r (so called transmitted part) has been taken into account and E − r (reflected part) has been disregarded. The corresponding H field equations are
Above equations are of same wave except in Eqs. (58) and (60) time is travelling in negative direction and in Eqs. (59) and (61) in positive direction. The graph of phases of these is shown in Fig. 9 .
Er o e -j(wot -wor c q)
Hz o e -j(wot -wor c q)
Er o e j( wot -wor c q)
Hz o e j( wot -wor c q) In our normal reference we don't allow time to travel in negative direction. Therefore solution only given by Eq. (59) with corresponding Eq. 61 (along with reflected part) is considered valid . Now consider Eq. (58) and corresponding plot Fig. 9 . At t = 0 and θ = 0 ,it gives the initial condition which determines the polarity of E + r . Therefore initially we set it equal to +E + r as we assumed for initial derivation Eq. (20) . A cos wave or real part of Eq. (58) at t = 0 and θ = 0, gives E r (θ, t + ) = +E + r . This is equivalent to sampling a cos wave at +ve peak at t = 0 as shown in Fig. 10 (a) . This gives the model of e + .This shows +E vector rotating in θ − direction (clockwise) and corresponding +H field in −z direction (right helicity) Fig. 10(b) . Now consider Eq. (59), shift its phase by π degrees and sample it at t = 0. This is equivalent to sampling cos wave at −ve peak Fig. 11(a) . We can therefore write π degrees phase shifted wave Eq. (59) as
or E r (θ, t 
here e jπ = −1. Eq. (63) alongwith Eq. (65) is the wave function of e − . Here E and H are inverted (in polarity) i.e. a time phase change of π degrees. Fig.  11(b) shows that −E vector is rotating in +θ (anti-clockwise) direction and corresponding −H vector in +z direction (with Left helicity).
We can write Eq. (59) as follows.
Similarly Eq. (63) can be written as
or E r (θ, t
Eq. (66) and (67) It is similar to Fourier Transform and inverse Fourier Transform wherein we take angular frequency with ±ω and time with ±t values respectively.
Fourier transform of functions cos(ω o t) and rectangular pulse function g(t) = rect T (t − nT o ) are shown in Fig. 12 . The function cos(ω o t) can be written as
and its Fourier transform as
i.e. one component is at +ω o and other is at −ω o [42] . By definition we cannot think of −ve time and frequency in real world. However if we inspect Eq. (70), the 2nd part time flow is +ve therefore the frequency is+ve;in first part time flow is −ve, therefore the frequency is also −ve. In signal processing negative frequency or negative time are considered mathematical constructs and have no physical significance but here it is reality not a mere mathematical construct. Infect particles and antiparticles exist in positive time and negative time in particle frame of reference K p (0). The e − and p − (negatively charged) exist in positive time and e + and p + (positively charged) exist in negative time [43] . At one time Dirac proposed p + is hole with negative energy. However soon positron was discovered and Dirac's theory included e + as a hole in all filled state in negative energy sea by electrons. When electron jumps from −ve to +ve energy, a vacancy is left behind as a hole.
de Broglie Wave Revitalized
Consider E and H wave solution given by Eqs. (27) and (31) E=E o e
To consider the motion of particle we must differentiate between external frame of reference(s) in which particle moves and internal frame of references in which particle exists. When particle is at rest or with no relative motion with respect to observer, K p (0), K p (v) and K p (c) are coincident with K(0), K(v) and K(c) respectively. However we will see the particle is existing in its own realm and when particle frames and observer frames are in relative motion (or if particles are interacted from external world) the internal dimensions behave differently than the external dimensions. Now consider particle moving with velocity v in +x direction. In frame K(0), coordinates are x, y, z, t and in K(v),x,ý,ź,t. Then relativistic relations for coordinates aré
Particle (e − ) moving with velocity v viewed from K(0) will have E and H field equations given by
Using Eq. (74) we have
and accordingly
These equations show that now particle has increased angular frequencý ω o = γω o or frequencyν o = γν o and r is contracted by factor of 1/γ as it should, to accommodate higher frequencyν o or reduced wave length (λ o = c/ν o ) of the field. Note that both x and y axis of particle's internal coordinates (r = √ x 2 + y 2 ) have contracted proportionally. On the other hand only x of the external coordinates has contracted.
The Eqs. (79) and (80) reveal that as ν o →ν o internal energy increases i.e.
and accordingly mass increases in observer's frame i.e.
and the wave length λ o decreases i.e.
Now T EM mode condition in Eqs. (79) and (80) requires that the phase should be constant i.e.
Here wave vector isώ/c. Therefore the overall linear phase velocity V p of the fields is
Consistent with the relativistic velocity limit. At this point we can differentiate between internal wave motion in K p (v) and velocity in the x-direction as observed from K(0). The t,ŕ and θ are particle coordinates in K p (v) and x is coordinate in observer frame K(0). However the consolidated space coordinate for above T EM wave is βx +ŕθ; a complex mixout of coordinates of particle frame and our frame. Since our observable coordinates are in frames K(0), or K(v), therefore we see only βx part of coordinate and de Broglie wave only. Now taking ∂/∂t of both sides of Eq. (84) to see overall velocity of wave, we have.
where ω θ is angular velocity in particle's frame and v x is linear velocity in our frame K(0). Replacing r o ω θ by v θ in Eq.89 we have
Using Eq.90 we can show that
and
i.e. as v x increases v θ (or ω θ ) decreases accordingly. Now particle shares the velocity in K p (v) and K(v) such that resultant of these velocities is c Eq. (90) This is also true with the limiting case of de Broglie wave phase velocity-Eq. (7) (for v = c). It is important to note that in particle frame of reference K p (v) when viewed from K(v) ,there is no increase in internal energy and shrinking of coordinates, because K p (v) and K(v) are coincident. In this case there is no relative motion therefore v x = 0 and β = 0 andŕ = r o hence Eq. (89) reduces to.
The direction of motion of particle can be generalized by replacing x with r o -a general direction of motion in external or observer coordinates. Now for relativistic energy W , we have
and for momentum |p| = p (79) and (80) we have,
Here r o should be differentiated form r. r o is in external (observer) coordinates and r is internal coordinates of the particle. Using relations (93) and (95), Eq. (96) can be written as
Similarly Eq. (97) can be written as
The r o and p r o are direction of motion and momentum, respectively, in our frame of reference(s) (observer frame).
In particle's rest frame we have v r o = 0 and p r o = 0, then Eqs. (98) and (99) reduce to.
W o is internal energy in rest frame. Now in wave operator form Eq. (100) will take the form 
here W
rearranging m
non relativistic Energy-Momentum relation. This result has also been derived in ref. [13] for Klein Gordon equation (relativistic limit) . In Klein Gordon equation m 2 o c 4 is not in phase term and is a multiplication constant. But here it is part of phase term explicitly defining the spatial part of energy contribution. Now let us go back to Eq. (105) and rewrite it as
KE = γKE o is the relativistic kinetic energy in our frame. The spatial energy has two parts i.e. KE in our frame of reference and internal spatial energy
As velocity of particle increases its KE increases and special part of internal energy decreases and the sum of these is equal to relativistic temporal energy, Eq. 
Stability of circulating waves in Space
For the stability of circular waves in free space, consider a plane EM travelling wave in y-direction, with E field in x-direction and B field in z-direction. Its wave front will be moving at speed of light c in y direction, so we can designate yy-coordinate as ct where t is time in initial frame at rest K(0). Now if we start moving in the direction of +y with velocity v, along the wave (call this frame K(v)), we will see delayed relativistic time. Now if we move frame K(v) with increasing velocity (not accelerated ) we will pass through constantly increased delayed time frames as shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b) . 
n . This is general statement of time dilation i.e. time elapsed between two events observed from K(0) and K(v). However we will use this in context of variables i.e. the time variable t(v) is slower than t. As v increases t(v) goes slower and slower, till it stops at v = c. At this point the time distance between two events is infinite in K(c) i.e. these are stationary in K(c). As we move from K(0) to K(c), the end time that we can reach is when frame velocity v = c and at this point the coordinate ct(v n ) = ct(c) = 0. The coordinate in the direction of propagation (motion) diminishes to zero and we cannot move beyond this point. Designate the frame at v = c as K(c) . This frame is at the surface if light cone as shown in Fig. 13 (b) . Now consider system of coordinates which is moving with the wave front at velocity c. In x-direction E and in z-direction B and in y-direction ct. If we look back to original coordinates x and z would be running back at velocity c i.e. from the origin of new coordinates the previous coordinates origin will be −ct with all relativistic frames in between. Note that time flow rate in K(0) is t; the normal time flowing in our rest frame. In K(c) time flow rate is zero, (t = 0); Dead end relativistic time.
Photon is an EM wave moving with velocity c confined in K(c), and has no (time) dimension in free space to follow. This is Dead end Relativistic time t = 0 and therefore we can consider it as an extremely hard point for a wave to travel through it. At this point it is more appropriate to say that photon is trapped in frame K(c) and has no option to come out from or change its frame until some external conditions force it to do so. Now the photon motion is strictly light like series of (continuous) events see Fig. 14 . In other words these are stable travelling waves which are trapped onto the surface of the cone and cannot leave the straight path on the surface of cone (velocity limit c).
On the other hand in K(0) the individual travelling photons effectively exist in two dimensions (y, t) i.e. y = ct , direction of motion and time in K(0) (for photon, other two space dimensions are independent of time and are fixed for E and H fields). The time in the direction of motion diminishes to zero (Dead end Relativistic Time), therefore photon cannot move further faster (or slower), i.e. photon is trapped (at one point-at its wavefront ) in K(c). In a way it cannot change its time and space position (x, y, z, t) until it is forced to do so. Therefore this mechanism keeps the photons stable. This confinement mechanism is inbuilt feature of Maxwell's equations.
In media other than space (and non flat time space) the photon may take non linear path-primarily because time space coordinates take different shapes,and time is available for the photon in the direction it may travel to.
The confinement mechanism for circular waves (modeled particles) is similar. These waves effectively exist in (rθ, t) and here rθ = ct. The linear velocity c, is in the direction of tangent to the circle. The time diminishes to zero in rθ direction and hence wave is trapped on the circumference of circle rθ. As the wave is travelling in circle around the origin, therefore it remains stuck to the origin; at the center of light cone. The circular waves are therefore strictly Light like series of (continuous) events, at the center of cone (in our rest frame K(0)). The existence of electron and positron on light cone are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 . In other words particle's frame K p (0) is equivalent to photon's frame K(c). That means the particles are trapped around a point (origin) in our frame of reference K(0). In rest state as velocity c does not change in particle frame K p (0), it holds r constant. As we have already seen, if particle is moving with velocity v, with reference to K(0) or K p (0), we will see increasedώ o and reduced r in K(v) (observed from K(0)) and will observe de Broglie wave. However in K p (v) (coincident with K(v)) we have same ω o and r as that of in rest frame of the particle. Therefore r is strictly held constant wether particle is moving or at rest. Hence particle is trapped in a small circle with radius r around its origin, irrespective of its state of motion or rest. To see coincidence of frames, consider that the origins of frames K(0) and K p (0) are coincident at t = 0. Rotate E around B axis at a frequency of ω o . As considered in previous section Eq. (27) , E will be in radial direction moving around origin (around B-axis) with angular velocity ω o = c/r o along θ and with corresponding linear velocity c along rθ. In frame K(0), E is a vector rotating around origin in x − y plane and corresponding B vector is in +z-direction, see Fig. 5 . As the vector E just rotates around origin and does not make rectilinear motion therefore origin of K p (0) remains stationary, coincident with origin with K(0). Since EM waves cannot change frame of reference; as required by Maxwell's equations, therefore we see the particles are stationary in K(0)-our rest frame of reference. The particle can change its frame of reference (move) only if external force is applied. It however does not change its waveshape in its own frame of reference
In K(0) frame electron is at rest and will change its frame to K(v) if force is applied. Once electron attains a certain velocity, it is in frame K(v) and does not need any further force to keep moving with constant velocity. However we need a force in reverse direction to bring it to rest in K(0) frame i.e. change of frame. This is inertia and first Law of Newton. Now why a photon mass (energy) does not increase while it is travelling with velocity c observed from K(0) and when electron moves at finite speed v its mass increases observed from K(0) frame given by m = m o / √ 1 − β 2 ? The internal EM waves of both electron and photon are travelling at speed of light c. The energies of both the particles can be calculated using relation E = hν. By applying force we can move electron with respect to our rest frame of reference K(0) or K p (0). This is movement in addition to the internal motion of EM fields. When we try to move the electron we are in a way trying to exceed the the velocity limit c, which we cannot, as shown in previous section. However the particle reconfigures itself to maintain its velocity c constant and remain a T EM wave. In this effort the internal wave parameters, r , ω and ν are changed, which add energy (or mass) to the particle as shown in Eq. (81) and (82). On the other hand photon is not a circular stationary wave we cannot add to the velocity of photon in any sense and hence cannot add to the energy hν it already has. In fact velocity of photon c is constant in all inertial frames. The motion of photon in our frame of reference(s) at velocity c cannot be compared in that sense with the motion of particles. Now the apparent discrepancy arrises because we consider both the photon and particles, as point particles when we associate momentum with them on equal footings. In fact electron's momentum arises from its stationary positioning in K(0) or K p (0). Change of positioning or frames gives rise to addition of mass as we go to higher velocities i.e. to K(v) and becomes infinite in K(c). On the other hand photon is already in K(c) and moving with maximum velocity, c and has no momentum (or mass) due to its fixed positioning.
Discussion
As mentioned earlier modeling of material particles using EM fields has been an ever old desire and endeavor [17, 44] . The models so far developed have been based on static electric and magnetic fields. In fact this was very natural path to follow in view of our ever-long observations of static fields (emanate from charges) in our rest frame K(0). However the wave nature of particles required, association of waves to the particle. The consolidation of wave with particle size and location remained a problem. The wave packet approach is well accepted but does not satisfy all conditions. The other approach is standing waves arising from interference of transmitted and reflected waves as in transmission lines. But no reflections can take place in a homogeneous medium such as space. Therefore this is not the possibility for modeling particles. The only option left therefore is that of travelling waves in circles, which gives rise to stationary positioning or momentum of wave in space in our rest frame K(0). The particle momentum as we observe in our daily life is due to its fixed positioning in K(0) or a motion state in K(v) and not merely due to wave momentum E × H.
The de Broglie wave length associated with momentum is relativistic effect. The de Broglie wave function includes KE (or momentum p) in frame K(0) or K(v) and only temporal part of particle's internal energy W (t) . The internal spatial part of energy W (rθ) was not included which created confusion regarding its interpretation. The phase velocity of de Broglie wave V = c 2 /v gives wrong impression. If however we include internal spatial part, the phase velocity of wave does not exceed the velocity limit c Eq. (90) or Eq. (91). The particle's velocity v x in external frame K(v) and v θ in internal frame K p (v) mixout in complex way Eq. (91) to give total of V p = c.
Conclusion
1.
A travelling wave Electromagnetic model of charged particle (e − , e + , p − and p + )has been developed which shows satisfactory consistency with available data in terms of energy, rest mass, and radius of particles etc. The particles exist at v = c in particle frame of reference K p (0), which in particles rest state is coincident to our rest frame K(0). That is why we see particles at rest (or Universe at rest).
2. A comment on our rest frame K(0) and particle's frame of reference K p (0):
We perceive that we are at rest and other bodies (particles or wavesphotons) move w.r.t. our rest condition in frame K(0). However our rest frame has no meaning except our ever long observed experience of being in rest. In fact our rest condition is determined by rest frame of particles (waves) K p (0) . The particle waves (we) are trapped in K p (0) which in this condition has no relative motion in our observed x, y and z coordinates in K(0). The frame K(0) is just our perception of being in rest! 3. Model shows that there are no point masses, no point charges and no singularities.
4. Negative time solutions may be allowed in the realm of particles. Which explain the existence Antiparticles.
5. It reveals the physical significance of internal helicity of particles.
